
Remember you can 

always take a photo to 

show that you have 

completed a home-

learning task. 

 
www.themill-tkat.org  

Year 1 - Term  6 – Home-learning Medley 
 

Choose your homework from the menu below: 

The Peri-ometer suggests the difficulty or challenge the homework may 

offer. You are expected to complete at least one task each week. 

You should attempt at least one ‘EXTRA HOT’ task! 

 

 

History  

 

Research a famous explorer. What did they 

explore? What happened? Write the 

information you find out  

 Geography 

How many oceans are in the world? 

Research and choose your favourite 

one. Write a fact file about what sea 

creatures you will find? What the ocean 

is like?  

Geography 

Draw your very own messy map to 

explain your walk to school. Draw the 

key features and a key to match. 87 

  

Writing 

Make your very own fish themed story book. 

Think about stories you already know to help 

you.  

Science 

Choose your favourite fish. Can you 

label all the parts of a fish and what 

they are for? Does the fish have 

anything that makes it unique? 

 

Maths 

Make your favourite cake with your 

family. Measure out all the ingredients 

you need and let your class know how 

well your baking goes.  

Art 

Make a sea creature in your own creative way 

to add to our ocean in year 1.  

 

 

 

ICT 

 

Log onto google maps and find your 

home. What surrounds your house? 

Trees? Lakes? Houses? Businesses? 

Write what you find. 

 

 

 

Reading 

Go to the library and share a story with 

a family member. If you are not a 

member it’s free to join and you can 

read as many books as you want! 

Math: Fun with numbers 

Play hit the button to practice your number 

bonds and times tables. Practice regularly to 

beat your best score!  

 

Phonics 

Log onto phonics play and practice your 

alien words with Ob and Bob or deep 

sea phonics diving.  

Mathletics  

Complete activity set by your teacher 

using the log in provided  

 

Homework is set every Friday and is expected to be returned by the following Wednesday. Along with this Homework Medley you will be 



expected to learn to read and spell 5 high frequency words from your list. In addition we would like you to read with an adult at home. 
 


